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SA’s
Olympian Chefs
The rise of  celebrity chefs such as 
Jamie Oliver, Nigella Lawson and 
South Africa’s own Justin Bonello 
has elevated cooking from the 
dreary chore of  housewives 
to a fashionable hobby, an 
art and even a calling. For 
Culinary Team SA, it’s 
a lifelong passion and a 
competitive sport. While 
the world is preoccupied 
with the pinnacle of  athletic 
prowess - 2012 London Olympic 
Games - Culinary Team SA is 
getting ready for its own Olympic 
challenge. 
By TAMARA OBERHOLSTER

Having cooked my way through a few Masterchef Australia recipes and 
impressed my dinner guests by finishing off a berry brûlée with my nifty 
kitchen blowtorch, I fancied myself a fairly competent cook. Until, that is, I 
met Bruce Burns and his team of top chefs who are competing in this year’s 

Internationale Kochkunst Ausstellung (IKA), better known to English-speakers as the 
Culinary Olympics, taking place in Erfurt, Germany, from 5-10 October 2012.

Serving up a menu that includes the likes of Rooibos tea sous vide salmon, roast pork 
loin with garlic confit tongue and white chocolate bavoise with a soft strawberry 
centre, Culinary Team SA is to food what the Springboks are to rugby. Ranked 10th in 
the world, the team comprises seven junior members and 12 senior members, and 
recently scooped no less than 18 medals at the Culinary World Cup in Luxemburg: 
seven silver medals in Hot Kitchen, seven silver medals in Cold Table, one 
silver in the Individual Showpiece section and three bronze medals in 
Individual Entries.

Sugar high ... Culinary Team SA’s sugar showpiece. 
Competition rules dictate that the creation be at least 

50 cm high with a base of at least 0.2 m². The showpiece 
may not exceed 50% of pastillage in content. 
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Burns is the team manager and a former competitor. He has been a 
member of the South African Chefs Association (SACA) for over 20 
years and sat on its board for 10 years. 

“Culinary Team SA has been competing since 1980,” he says. “The 
first team that ever went across to Germany was headed by Dr Bill 

four years, usually in Germany where the event originated. In fact, it 
makes national news headlines there as thousands of foodies flock 
from across Europe to experience the gourmet festival where up to 
40 countries and around 5000 national chefs compete, as well as 
military catering teams, including South Africa’s own South African 
National Defence Force (SANDF) team.

This year marks the first time that South 
Africa is sending a junior national team to 
compete at the Olympics. The seven young 
chefs are aged between 18 and 25 and 
won their spot on the team after making it 
through competitive trials. 

Burns explains that Culinary Team SA is 
fuelled by pure passion. “The entire team 
does this for the love of it,” he says. “None 

Gallagher and came back with five individual 
gold medals, winning fourth place overall. In 
1992, we were world champions.”

At the most recent Culinary Olympics in 2008, 
the team brought back a gold medal in the Hot 
Kitchen section and was awarded official South 
African team status by the Department of Arts 
and Culture’s Bureau of Heraldry. The team 
doesn’t only compete in the Culinary Olympics, but also takes part in 
the Culinary World Cup in Luxemburg; the Food & Hotel Asia Culinary 
Challenge in Singapore; ScotHot Expo in Scotland and various other 
international events and competitions around the globe, all under 
the auspices of the World Association of Chefs Societies (WACS).

The Culinary Olympics, like the Olympic Games, takes place every 

of them gets paid for it. They all sacrifice their days off as we practice 
together four days a month, generally in the third week of the month, 
from Saturday through to Tuesday.”

Plates, points and pressure
The national teams and junior national teams take part in categories 
A, B, C (culinary arts) and R (the Hot Kitchen section) at the Culinary 

Above: Dressed for success ... Culinary Team SA; Below: One of the dishes that earned Culinary Team SA a silver medal (Cold Table) at the 2010 World Cup.

A chicken starter created by Culinary Team SA for the 2010 Culinary World Cup in Luxembourg.
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Category A:

One of the following:
a)    2 x different kinds of finger food prepared cold, served cold for 6 people and 2 x different kinds of finger 

food prepared hot, served cold for 6 people and 1 plate representing all pieces.
b)    One festive, cold display platter for 8 people.
c)   4 different starters: 2 portions to be prepared hot, presented cold and 2 portions to be prepared cold, 

presented cold.

Category B:

One of the following:
a)   1 x vegetarian three-course meal (ovo-lacto) - starter, main-course and dessert.
b)   1 five-course festive meal for 1 person, including a dessert.
c)   4 individually plated innovative main course meals, prepared hot and plated cold.

Category C:
(Patisserie) 

One of the following:
a)   One showpiece, height at least 60cm. Theme and material to be chosen by team.
b)   4 different, individually plated desserts for 1 person, prepared hot or cold but presented cold.
c)  1 platter with sweet biscuits, chocolates, petits fours or friandises (a variety of small sweets and preserved 

fruits) for 6 people x 4 different types = 24 pieces weighing between 6g and 14g each.

Note: All exhibits have to be of edible materials.

Olympics. They are scored out of 100 points for each task in 
categories A, B and C. In category R, they are scored out of 100 points 
for each course. The final number of points is divided by the number 
of tasks performed to achieve a final score out of 100. Gold medals 
are awarded to teams who scored above 90 points. Silvers are given 
for between 80 and 90 points and bronze medals for 70 to 79 points.

In category R, the senior team is required to prepare starters, mains 

and desserts for 110 people in six hours, from scratch. The juniors 
have five-and-a-half hours to prepare starters and mains for 90 
people.  Both teams get an additional hour beforehand to organise 
their mise en place (having everything set up and ready in the 
kitchen). 

The rules are stringent. For example, teams are allowed to take in 
veggies that are peeled, but not cut. Fish can be scaled and gutted, 
but not filleted.  Teams are checked by the judges as they work in 
the competition kitchen and those who disobey the rules can be 
penalised up to 10% of their points.Culinary Arts Categories
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Every day sees seven or eight countries, six junior teams and four military teams 
each cooking for the event visitors and judges. People buy tickets to eat the menu 
presented by the team of their choice and there is a window of time when the 
restaurant is open for that meal. The teams then need to serve their meals a la carte, 
meaning that each dish is prepared to order, rather than a banquet service where 
each course is served at a specific time. This keeps the chefs on their toes because 
nobody knows which plate has been ordered by a judge. Every plate produced 
needs to be perfect.

National teams also compete in the cold table display section (categories A, B and 
C). “All of these dishes are normally served hot, but are presented cold and are 
preserved in aspic because they sit out on display all day,” says Burns. 

Culinary Team SA also enters individual competitors in various categories. To 
ensure they are used to competition conditions, the team practices every month in 

a kitchen that has been designed to be as close to the 
competition kitchen as possible in terms of size, layout 
and equipment.

Strategic intent
“In the past, South Africa cooked a lot of venison, 
but this year we’ve changed it and for the first time 
we have pork on the menu for the main course,” says 
Burns. “When we were at Luxemburg we realised the 
world’s a bit tired of us cooking springbok or other 
venison. We are cosmopolitan and international, so 
we’ve gone with pork.”

He admits that this is also due to the challenge 
of tighter import laws and the difficulty of taking 

Left: A competitor hard at work during the 2008 
Internationale Kochkunst Ausstellung (IKA). The IKA 
- generally referred to as the International Culinary 
Olympics - began as a local cooking contest in 1896 at 
the Frankfurt fairgrounds. This remained the location 
of all subsequent competitions until 1996 when the 
competition moved to Berlin, and now the gastronomic 
paradise of Erfurt.

Below: An example of the calibre of creation which food 
lovers will enjoy at this year’s Culinary Olympics.
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ingredients to Germany for the competition. Thankfully, within the 
guidelines provided, national teams are free to compile their own 
menus. For the hot kitchen section, starters must be hot with the main 
ingredient being fish. Main courses must be hot and consist of poultry 
or meat. Desserts offer more room to play.

Burns and SACA events manager Nicholas Sarnadas travelled to 
Germany in June to meet with suppliers, organise transport and 
ensure that all logistics are under control. “Our menus have to be 
precise and must be translated into German,” says Burns. “Our final 
menus were submitted at the end of April and our menu packs have to 
be in at the end of August. We also take a tonne of equipment with us, 
although we try to source as much as possible there.”

While being part of Culinary Team SA means big sacrifices for the 
team members, in terms of time and money, Burns emphasises that 
the opportunities are worth it. “We don’t claim to be the best chefs in 
the country, but the team is made up of some of South Africa’s most 
passionate chefs,” he says. “These are the guys who really want to 
perfect their skills. They learn together and grow as a team. You have 
to have a lot of passion and talent to do this.”

While sponsorship has previously been a challenge, Burns says that 
interest is growing. Unilever Food Solutions is the team’s headline 
sponsor and other companies have also come on board to help with 

funding for equipment, ingredients and logistics. “We’re growing 
the team and starting to see more interest from people like the 
Department of Tourism,” says Burns. His goal is to secure R5 million 
for the four-year period leading up to the next Culinary Olympics. “It’s 
something we’re working on all the time,” he says.

“The last 10 years have seen huge growth in the chef world 
internationally. In South Africa it’s still a little more difficult. The 
awareness with the general public is not there. Things like MasterChef 
are great, but that’s screened on M-Net and much of our population 
doesn’t have access to it. We’re trying to get to the general public to 
show that cooking doesn’t have to be elitist,” says Burns. 

“We’ve got guys on our team from right across the spectrum – from 
people who work in five-star hotels, to a catering manager from 
Netcare, a wedding venue chef and a chef from The Grand (an up-
market gentlemen’s club in Rivonia). It’s about having the talent and 
the heart. If you’ve got the natural touch and the passion, Culinary 
Team SA can grow you into a great chef.”

•	 Culinary Team SA practices every month at the SACA Centre for 
Culinary Excellence at the University of Johannesburg. Tickets 
are available for the Seniors’ Hot Kitchen Dinner or the Juniors’ 
Hot Kitchen Lunch at R200 per person. Check out the Culinary 
Team SA Facebook page or visit www.saca.co.za.

•	 Singapore is the current Culinary World Champion.
•	 Abubaker Bagaria, senior Culinary Team SA member and 

chef at The Grand, Hotel on Boulevard in Rivonia, recently 
competed at the Global Chefs Challenge and came second 
in the world.

•	 The initial Culinary Team SA menu for the Olympics is 
decided almost a year before the event and the next 12 
months are spent fine-tuning and practicing to ensure 
perfection at the competition.

•	 In 2011, Culinary Team SA cooked with Gordon Ramsay 

Fun facts
and his head chef, Clare Smyth, at the Good Food and Wine 
Show, Johannesburg. In the 2012 event, they will cook 
alongside gastronomic icon Heston Blummenthal.

•	 The Culinary Team SA (both senior and junior members) 
competing at this year’s Culinary Olympics comprises: 
Abubaker Bagaria, Bruce Burns (Manager), Edward Clegg, 
Natasha Fernandes, HD Fraser, Peter Gyorgyicsek, Charl 
Gyzen, Kelvin Joel, Siyabulela Kobo, Tanja Kruger, Zola 
Luwaca, Kevin Miller, Gontse Moyane, Vusumuzi Ndlovu, 
Jerome Norton, Nadin Pospech-Demmler, Kgomotso 
Rasepae, Keiron Reynolds, Justin Simpson, Jacques Swart.


